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Abstract. The paper explores the patterns and factors of e-governance development in ineffective institutional settings. Although it is assumed that most
of e-projects in such countries failed, we argue that in some contexts such initiatives can survive in the hostile environment and achieve relatively positive
results, leading to limited institutional changes. We adapt the pockets of effectiveness framework in order to analyze the Our Petersburg portal (St. Petersburg, Russia). Our findings suggest that such electronic “pockets” may emerge
as a deliberate policy of the political elite in an attempt to make institutions
work properly. The key factors of such projects’ success relate to agency,
namely the political patronage and control, policy entrepreneurship, as well as
organization autonomy and the power of the initiative.
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1

Introduction

A substantial part of e-governance research aims at revealing when, how and if ICTs
lead to institutional changes in public administration or citizen-government relations
[3; 15]. In fact, a plethora of works has found little impact of the e-mechanisms on
democratization and the quality of governance, especially in ineffective institutional
contexts, developing, neopatrimonial1 or authoritarian countries [24; 27; 30], limiting
the role of such instruments to legitimation and PR [2; 34]. But is this always the
case? If incumbents may be interested in malfunctioning institutions to gain rents
[19], can they eventually make use of e-government as a working tool? Although
ICTs can consolidate the regime and empower autocrats [20], can they in fact
strengthen the state capacity [23]? For instance, some empirical findings suggest that
such relatively successful examples can be found on the subnational level [26].
The research goal is hence to reveal the factors such effective e-governance instruments emerge in the potentially hostile (authoritarian or neopatrimonial) institu1

For discussion on the concept of neopatrimonialism see [51]

tional environment. To do this, we apply the pocket of effectiveness (PoE) concept
[42] to the case of the Nash Peterburg (Our Petersburg, OP) portal, St. Petersburg,
Russia,2 a government – initiated platform, launched in 2014, showing relative viability and effectiveness particularly against the overall ambiguous performance of the
national initiatives [19; 5; 9], and in the context of the Russian political regime [17].
We investigate if the OP portal is an example of PoE, and why.

2

Factors of ICT-Enabled Institutional Change: “Pockets of
Effectiveness Framework”

The concepts like e-government, e-participation, e-democracy etc. have always been
surrounded by myths and normative implications on better government and democracy. But challenged by reality, they often fail [4]. Potentially, the directions of ICT-led
institutional change are different and overwhelming [36]. For instance, e-mechanisms
can affect bureaucracy by reducing administrative discretion via the automated information systems [32:223-224; 40; 41], eliminating corruption [46; 11], cutting the red
tape [48], improving public services’ delivery or enhancing participation [28; 31]. All
improvements do not follow immediately and with necessity, though [13: 88-89; 12].
The factors influencing the success of e-government are conceptualized differently.
An important aspect is agency, or entrepreneurship [14], and its interaction with
structures, i.e. institutions and organizational settings [3; 15; 35; 50]. Leadership and
political power are crucial when bureaucracy is reluctant to changes and hinders the
reform [1; 44]. Other possible factors include stakeholders’ engagement, communication and feedback [33], public value and trust [6], institutional design [49; 6]. Plenty
of research has been conducted so far to systemize all factors in one framework [38].
The problem is that ICT-enabled institutional change, as previous research shows,
often emerges in polities with already sufficient institutional quality and democracy.
Developing, neopatrimonial and authoritarian countries usually lag behind in terms of
e-participation development [25]. Even when they have enough capacity to introduce
technological advancements [47], new instruments serve other goals: to be a façade
for legitimation, international socialization or investment [1; 34]. Even if a strong
political will for reforms is observed, they usually fail due to the informal norms and
rent-seeking behavior of public officials [19].
In such context, a full-scale reform cannot be accomplished successfully. However, in some cases scholars observe that new institutions and organizations can resist
the hostile environment and show relatively effective performance. Such organizations are called pockets of effectiveness, or PoE - “public organizations that deliver
public goods and services relatively effectively in contexts of largely ineffective governments” and “operate in politico-administrative systems that are primarily based on
personal networks instead of … impartiality and formal, law – based rules” [42]. Roll
distinguishes several characteristics of the PoE: “relative effectiveness”, contribution
to public good and “persistence as PoE for at least three years” [43]. There is a ques2
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tion why a PoE emerges, and several frameworks were proposed. The discussion is
basically focused on what factors are necessary and sufficient. Based on Leonard and
Roll [29; 42; 43], we may discern the following variables:
- political factors, including the strong leadership of the political elite, and its interest
in effective institutions. As Leonard argues, the PoE is related to the “benefits and
costs … for the politically powerful groups” [29: 97];
- managerial factors, ranging from proper training, commitment and “merit-based
recruitment” and “inclusive leadership” and entrepreneurship to the ability of a public
organization’s leader to get political support and protection, remaining “autonomous
of an operational political direction” [29: 95];
- organizational and institutional factors, such as the autonomy and powers of the
organization to perform their tasks through legal and enforcement mechanisms;
- other factors, distinguished by Roll include, for instance, PR and external pressures.
Although the studies on PoE mostly relate to developing countries in Africa, we
suppose that this concept is applicable to any context when institutions do not work
properly, such as Post-Soviet countries, including Russia [18]. In some cases, the
creation of PoE becomes the final resort to increase governmental performance in
time when a more overall reform is hindered by the existing institutions. The key
implication of this framework to the e-governance studies is that the ICT – enabled
instruments or public organizations may perform the functions of a PoE. The research
strategy is to distinguish such successful cases and explain the factors of their success.
We can draw several hypotheses from the framework. First, we hypothesize that egovernance initiatives can survive in the hostile institutional environment as a PoE,
leading to some limited positive changes (H1). Secondly, we hypothesize that the
development of PoE will depend on: 1) political control (H2), meaning the leadership
and attention of the chief executive to the development of the policy; 2) institutional
entrepreneurship (H3); 3) autonomy (H4) of the key executives in charge of OP.

3

Case of PoE Emergence: Our Petersburg Portal

3.1

Research Design

To accomplish the research goal of discovering an electronic PoE and explaining its
emergence, we do the case study. We take the Our Petersburg Portal (OP), created by
the government of St. Petersburg. The case selection is justified by the fact that St.
Petersburg shows relatively high level of the regional e-government development. On
the one hand, it does not have as much resources as another federal city, Moscow.
The first task is to discern the characteristics that attribute OP to the PoE. Namely,
we need to conceptualize success. As PoE framework suggest, success can be understood as a relatively better service provision, internal efficiency and persistence. To
explore if the OP meets these criteria, we explore the development of its institutional
design, popularity with citizens and effectiveness in citizens’ complaints resolution.
The more elaborate the OP becomes, the more complaints it processes and the more

spheres it covers, the more successful the OP is supposed to be. The empirical data
here is the descriptive statistics on the OP functioning, gathered by the automatic
monitoring system developed at the ITMO University [52] or provided by the city
government, as well as official documents that regulate the OP.
The second task of revealing success factors, we have conducted five in-depth
semi-structured interviews with public officials, related in various capacities to the
OP emergence and operation. We asked them to share their own vision on how the
OP had been initiated, on the role of decision-makers and civil servants, on the problems, current state and perspectives of the OP. The thematic and discourse analysis
was then used to combine these subjective stories into a general, collective experience
on the OP. Along with documental and mass media data, these interviews (some
quotes are given) used to explore the formation and success factors.

3.2

Our Petersburg Portal as an Emerging PoE

Although the situation in Russia cannot be compared to the situation in some developing countries, it sill faces difficulties in maintaining effective institutions of good
governance, mainly due to ineffective bureaucracy and informal ties [18], as well as
corruption [22]. In this respect, the real impact of the e-governance is doubted [5].
Against this picture, St. Petersburg presents a relatively better picture compared to
other regions. It is considered to be relatively democratic [39], having a relatively
effective bureaucracy and quality of life. In May 2014 the St. Petersburg Government
adopted the ambitious Strategy 2030,3 aiming at restructuring the city administration,
strengthening control and eliminating information asymmetry for better urban planning. In accordance with this, in 2015 the regional administrative reform was
launched, to deliver quality service and implement new ICTs into the urban planning.4
The launch of the OP could serve this end.
The Portal was officially launched in early 2014 as a government – led portal, initiated by St. Petersburg Governor Georgy Poltavchenko. It serves to gather online
complaints from citizens, devoted to the wide spectrum of urban problems, such as
roads and housing etc., and process and solve them through the ICT with minimum
delays.5 In short, to solve a problem related to the urban environment, a citizen needs
to register in the OP and submit an application. Each registered complaint is classified
and processed through the moderator / coordinator to the executive in charge of its
resolution. Then the executive agency should report on the results.
It was neither the first project of that kind in Russia, nor the only platform for urban problems solution in the city. In 2012, a group of civil activists launched the
online platform “Beautiful Petersburg” (BP). As a legal basis, the BP uses the federal
legislature on citizens’ addresses (Law 59 “On Handling Citizens’ Appeals”), allowing their transmission in electronic form.6 Although it was novel for the e-governance
3
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practices then, it could have in fact not been called true institutional innovation, as the
internal bureaucratic workflow remained pretty much the same [10]. On the contrary,
the OP provided a brand new and ambitious regional legislation.
The key agencies involved in innovation are the Committee on Information and
Communication (CIC), headed by Ivan Gromov, dealing with technological issues,
the Gubernatorial Control Board (GCB) in charge of the administrative and legal
aspects, and the City Monitoring Center (CMC), as a moderator and information processing unit. The first version of the portal (fig. 1) was limited in scope, but required
much effort in order to provide a technological and legal basis. As our interviewee
notes, they needed to restructure all administrative workflow from “the Governor to
housing offices and road services”. Complaints were to reach the exact agency or
municipality, and it was crucial to clarify the competence of all divisions and the
ownership of each city object, from “roads to trash cans”. The portal has been constantly modernizing. In 2015 the Interdepartmental Commission was established in
order to resolve possible conflicts between the agencies. In 2016 the public control
was introduced, when users could check the completion of a task.7
The recent scheme of the OP is presented in fig. 2. In theory, the OP implies an
unprecedented transformation of bureaucratic practices. In comparison to the ordinary
procedure, enshrined in Federal Law 59 used by the BP portal, it shortens the time for
complaints’ processing, and clarifies agencies’ responsibilities and control. If Law 59
gives agencies 30 days to respond, in the case of the OP they should do it in 7 days or
less. It cuts red tape and sets the interoperability of executive bodies based on ICT.
So, the OP has been evolving as a PoE in legal and technological terms.
From the start, the new initiative had to compete with the abovementioned civic initiative, as well as to deal with the internal bureaucratic rigidity. The founder of the
BP Krasimir Vransky accused the OP of being a stillborn PR project,8 while shortened time limits and procedures negatively affected the ordinary bureaucratic workflow, making Ivan Gromov “the personal enemy of some districts’ administrations”.9
Our interviewees emphasize that the implementation was challenged by a “silent
rebellion” against the OP and the CIC, especially from the housing services. The latter
had to use the portal, but could discredit the portal, attempting to present reports with
Photoshop-edited images, or even threaten the applicants. Some services adapted to
new regulations by creating separate positions or units to handle complaints, which
protect the rest of the structure from changes. Hence, the establishment of a disputeresolving Interdepartmental Commission was a timely measure. The institutional
resistance is constant, as new executive agencies are included into the system, being
“not eager to help in developing technological routes of applications processing” and
“trying to postpone it by any means”.
Despite this, the OP seems to have won the competition for efficiency and popularity against the BP by the end of 2015 (fig. 3). Official statistics claim that as of February 2016, about 169 thousand urban problems out of 193,5 thousand reported via the
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portal were resolved.10 Our interviewees suggest that the key achievement of the OP
is the increase in efficiency and quality of governance. The portal is expanding in
terms of problem categories and the agencies involved (Table 1).
While it positively affects the principal – agent problem, discretion and corruption
by transparent rules and meaningful control mechanisms, it in unclear if the portal is
viable in the long run. The goal of the OP was not to reform the entire system of governance from scratch. All previous legal regulations, such as Federal Law 59, remain
in power, with persisting red tape and inefficiency problems. As North argues, formal
institutions can be easily altered, but time is needed to change informal rules [37].
To summarize here, we suppose that OP represents a case of PoE in several respects. It was deliberately excluded from a different legislative basis, creating an alternative system of urban governance beyond the persistent informal norms. It meets
the criteria of relative effectiveness, persistence and contribution to public goods, and
manages to survive and develop in the potentially hostile institutional environment. It
proves the thesis that sometimes the incumbents need working e-governance instruments that function well beyond legitimation, supporting our hypothesis (H1).

3.3

Factors of PoE Emergence

Political Control. It’s quite clear from the interviews’ analysis, that the role of the
Governor in success of the OP is crucial. The positioning of the portal as a gubernatorial initiative gave necessary incentives to comply with new rules. The gubernatorial
powers and executive domination in Russia have significantly increased since the
2000s [21]. Supplemented by the so-called power vertical, a hierarchal system of
governance and informal rules [16], it made governors the key political actors able to
concentrate resources in order to implement policies, provided there are incentives.
Although the launch of the portal might have been linked to the election campaign,
the main rationale, we argue, was to increase the gubernatorial control over bureaucracies at all levels, centralizing the system of governance and strengthening political
power. Such goal seems more plausible, as neither the OP was banned after the elections, nor the OP substantially increased the level of citizen engagement in decisionmaking [10]. The context is important as well: in 2012 e-government and eparticipation became a national priority, and Moscow was the first to initiate an innovative portal for urban problems reports. Hence, the OP could help St. Petersburg
show loyalty to the federal policy and be competitive against other regions.
Such personal political patronage was accompanied by effective control mechanisms. The GCB was empowered to formulate the reports on executive discipline.
These documents contain the indicators of agencies’ work with the OP. Each executive body should report on a monthly basis. The Governor may take disciplinary
measures on the results. As formulated by Ivan Gromov, “… the Governor of St. Petersburg constantly pays attention to it [the OP]. If he didn’t systematically check it,

10
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the portal wouldn’t have raised so high”.11 The transparency of the portal, allowing
mass media and citizens to control the work of the executive agencies, has contributed
to the gubernatorial control. Falsified images in reports that were found by mass media were met with severe criticism from the Governor.12 The existing “power vertical”
rendered the transmission of gubernatorial incentives through all bureaucratic levels
very fast, contributing to the success of the OP. Though it was necessary for the rapid
implementation, it seems to be insufficient, as the operative control is needed. Otherwise, when the patronage is over, the initiative will fade with comparable velocity.
Institutional Entrepreneurship. The role of institutional entrepreneurs is crucial
in policy changes [14]. Somebody had to persuade the Governor to implement the
policy and level the interests of political actors. Here we can mention the role of Ivan
Gromov, a former CIC head, who performed the classical role of an institutional entrepreneur. He was appointed in 2012 when, as he noted, the regional IT system needed more centralization and economic efficiency.13 His motivation to launch the OP is
not clear, but the easy answer obtained from an interview, “he just wanted something
working properly to help people”. Due to his previous work in Moscow, he might
have learnt about the success of a similar project.
Despite his motivation, Gromov possessed sufficient political authority, being a
trustee member of the Governor’s team.14 He managed to acquire political support of
his initiative, and demonstrated “inclusive leadership” to motivate the employees. To
leverage the system of administration, Gromov took the medium position between the
Governor, the GCB and the rest of the executive bodies, as he had to sustain the political interest in the OP and ICTs in general, on the one hand, and amortize the possible
negative effects on the other. Until 2015, when he was appointed the head of one of
St. Petersburg’s districts, he had supported (and still does) the project.
Organizational Autonomy. In 2015 Gromov resigned from his position as CIC
head, but it did not affect the efficiency of the OP. Is it inertia or regularity? From the
framework, we know that the autonomy and sufficient powers are important for the
PoE emergence and survival. Furthermore, as literature suggests, the ICT can lead to
a reinforcement of the existing power relations [45], allowing those controlling the
ICTs to concentrate more recourses and authority.
This hypothesis is partially confirmed in our case. During the OP establishment,
the CIC, led by Gromov, has sufficiently raised its status, mostly informally through
the association to the gubernatorial initiative. The importance of ICTs in public administration has also generally increased. In terms of finance allocation, the CIC is the
key recipient of funds with an annual average budget of 6 billion rubles,15 and the
regional expenses on IT remain one of the highest in Russia.16 Sufficient resources
11
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and patronage have provided the CIC with sufficient autonomy and status to implement the OP and other projects. However, the raise in status was implicit, as no
changes in the administrative position of the committee occurred.
Crucial is that the successful implementation of the OP helped to achieve new
powers in adjacent spheres, mainly in the administrative reform. First, in 2014 the
division in charge for developing new administrative procedures was transferred from
the Committee on Executive Agencies under the CIC. The Committee took responsibilities on the administrative reform in the area of electronic services and interdepartmental interaction. As the reform itself was connected to the development of the
ICT infrastructure, the CIC acquired new opportunities to influence decision-making
on the informatization of government. Second, the CIC became responsible for the
Commission on administrative reform (Gromov was appointed its deputy head), raising its steering role.17 Although the CIC has never been a sanctioning body, the CIC
managed to raise its own status and autonomy and secure the development of the OP.
Hence, we can summarize that the case study confirms the hypotheses that the political control (H2), institutional entrepreneurship (H3) and organizational autonomy
(H4) became the key factors of the PoE emergence.

4

Conclusion

Our findings from the case of the OP contribute to the knowledge on e-governance
and institutional change in several respects. First, we suggest the PoE can be a valuable research framework to be used in e-governance studies. It helps to grasp an ambiguity of e-governance projects in ineffective institutional settings, and its heuristic
value is linked to the variety of hypotheses on why such electronic pockets of effectiveness emerge and persist.
Secondly, the research expands, and to a certain degree challenges the opinion that
e-governance projects cannot function properly in ineffective institutional settings.
Although most e-mechanisms are in fact legitimacy tools, in some cases they can
serve incumbents better as working instruments, positively affecting the institutional
development and public services provision. Here we can refer to one of our interviewees, who said that “no matter whether it were a PR-action, if it achieved real
results and benefited the citizens”.
The case of the “Our Petersburg” Portal provides an excellent example of such PoE,
and proves that such electronic pockets can emerge and survive. Our study shows the
crucial importance of agency in creating and maintaining successful e-mechanisms,
namely the political control, institutional entrepreneurship and the organizational
autonomy.
It is important to continue the analysis to and to compare the OP with other cases in
Russia and abroad.
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Table 1. Indicators of OP Growth, 2014-2016
Indicator
Categories of complaints
Number of executive agencies involved

2014
59
23

2015
140
45

2016
179
56

Source: Authors’ calculations
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